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Abstract
We present a new approach to the robustness problem in computational geometry,
called controlled linear perturbation, and demonstrate it on Minkowski sums of polyhedra. The robustness problem is how to implement real RAM algorithms accurately
and efficiently using computer arithmetic. Approximate computation in floating point
arithmetic is efficient but can assign incorrect signs to geometric predicates, which can
cause combinatorial errors in the algorithm output. We make approximate computation
accurate by performing small input perturbations, which we compute using differential
calculus. This strategy supports fast, accurate Minkowski sum computation. The only
prior robust implementation uses a less efficient algorithm, requires exact algebraic
computation, and is far slower based on our extensive testing.
Keywords: robust computational geometry, perturbation methods

1. Introduction
We present a new approach to the robustness problem in computational geometry
and demonstrate it on Minkowski sums of polyhedra. Geometric algorithms reason
about the combinatorial properties of geometric primitives that are represented using
real parameters. Properties of primitives and relations among primitives are represented
as the signs of polynomials, called predicates, in their parameters. Algorithms are
formulated in the real RAM model: a hypothetical computer that performs arithmetic
operations on real numbers in unit time. The robustness problem is how to implement
the algorithms accurately and efficiently on actual computers.
We adopt the scientific computing paradigm of approximate numerical computation in floating point arithmetic. The resulting robustness problem is that even a tiny
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Figure 1: Unsafe input iu (a), degenerate input id (b), and perturbed input i p (c) for f (b, c, d).

numerical error can cause a predicate to be assigned the wrong sign, which can create a
combinatorial error in the algorithm output. For this to occur, the predicate must be unsafe, meaning that the magnitude of its value is less than the maximum numerical error.
In particular, a degenerate predicate, one whose value is zero, is unsafe. For example,
plane point p is left of the line from c to d when f (p, c, d) = (d − c) × (p − c) > 0 with
s × t = s x ty − sy t x (the 2D cross product). In Fig. 1a, f (a, c, d) is safe and f (b, c, d) is
unsafe, as indicated by the shaded unsafe zone; in Fig. 1b, f (b, c, d) is both degenerate
and unsafe because b is on cd.
We define the error of a geometric algorithm to be the minimum distance from the
input, i, to a perturbed input, i p , such that the (possibly incorrect) predicate signs that
were computed for i are correct for i p . Fig. 1c shows an (unsafe) i p for f (b, c, d) positive. If an algorithm is implemented using approximate numerical computation, its
error can be large even when the numerical error is small. Worse yet, the implementation can calculate predicate signs that violate Euclidean geometry.
There are several prior robustness strategies, but no complete solution to the robustness problem (Sec. 2). Our strategy, called controlled linear perturbation, is to
compute a small input perturbation that makes all the predicates safe (Sec. 3). We use
differential calculus to compute the perturbation efficiently. Its size is an upper bound
on the error of the geometric algorithm, which is the minimal size of a perturbation that
realizes the computed predicate signs.
We demonstrate controlled linear perturbation on Minkowski sum computation
(Sec. 4). Minkowski sums are a core geometric concept with applications in packing,
path planning, and assembly. Although an efficient algorithm has been known for 18
years [1], it has not been implemented because of the robustness problem. We present
the first robust implementation and demonstrate that it is fast and accurate. The only
prior robust implementation uses a less efficient algorithm, requires exact algebraic
computation, and is far slower based on our extensive testing.
2. Prior work
The most common robustness strategy in industry is an empirical set of rules, such
as treating nearly equal points as equal. When a new robustness problem arises, a rule
is added and the prior rules are revisited to ensure consistency. This strategy cannot
lead to reliable general-purpose software. We discuss the algorithmic alternatives.
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2.1. Exact computational geometry
The mainstream robustness research strategy is exact algebraic computation [2].
The CGAL computational geometry library [3] implements exact arithmetic on rational
numbers and on algebraic numbers. Any algorithm in the library can be executed with
exact arithmetic or with floating point arithmetic. There is also extensive research on
arrangements of algebraic curves [4].
Exact computation increases bit complexity, hence running time. For example, the
product of two b-bit integers has 2b-bits, as does the sum of two fractions. Prior work
reduces the expected running time via floating point filtering and other heuristics [5].
The increase in complexity from input to output leads to unbounded complexity in
sequences of computations. One option is to simplify the output while preserving its
essential properties [6, 7], but a general simplification strategy is unknown and prior
work is limited to a few simple domains.
Degenerate predicates pose a third problem. Computational geometry algorithms
are developed under general position assumptions that preclude degeneracy. A robust
algorithm must handle these cases, for example by splitting cd at b in Fig. 1b. Explicit
handling is tedious for planar problems and is daunting in higher dimensions. The main
alternative for exact computational geometry is symbolic perturbation [8, 9], which
yields predicate signs that are correct for an arbitrarily small input perturbation.
The complexity, simplification, and degeneracy problems lead us to use approximate computation with error bounds. We are also influenced by the consensus within
the scientific computing community that exact solutions to problems in continuous
mathematics are pointless because the problems are approximate models of physical
laws with approximate parameter values. On the other hand, exact computation can
prove theorems, whereas approximate computation can only suggest that they hold.
2.2. Inconsistency sensitive algorithms
One robustness strategy is to modify real RAM algorithms to enforce consistency
constraints on the data structures that represent geometric objects. For example, a direct
floating point implementation of a real RAM algorithm could correctly calculate that a
is above cd in Fig. 2a and that the intersection point of ab and cd is left of b, yet could
inconsistently calculate that b is above cd. In Fig. 2b, the inconsistency is removed by
splitting cd into four segments. Consistency enforcement increases the computational
complexity by a factor that is polynomial in the input size and is linear in the number of
inconsistencies. The output error is linear in the computation error and in the number
of inconsistencies. We developed inconsistency sensitive algorithms for arrangements
of semi-algebraic plane curves [10], manipulation of semi-algebraic plane regions [11],
and Minkowski sums of plane regions bounded by line segments and by circular arcs
[12, 13]. We tested the algorithms on inputs with many unsafe predicates.
One problem with inconsistency sensitivity is that each algorithm requires its own
modification and error analysis, both of which are difficult. Another problem is that
the error bounds involve perturbations whose algebraic degree and combinatorial complexity exceed those of the input. In our example, cd is perturbed into four segments. If
the degree of cd were greater than one, these segments would have even higher degree.
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Figure 2: Inconsistency (a) resolved by splitting (b).

2.3. Numerical perturbation
Numerical perturbation is a robustness strategy in which safety is tested using floating point arithmetic and unsafe predicates are made safe by modifying the input. A
predicate, f (x), is safe at x = a if | f (a)| >  with  a function of f , a, and the arithmetic precision [14]. In controlled perturbation, the input parameters are perturbed
uniformly in δ intervals around their values. The δ is chosen so that the predicates are
safe with a high probability. This strategy has been applied to arrangements of polyhedral surfaces [15], arrangements of circles on a sphere [16] and in the plane [17],
convex hulls [18], and Delaunay triangulation [18].
Controlled perturbation can change the signs of predicates that are safe for the true
input, whereas symbolic perturbation [9] changes no signs. The greater fidelity of
symbolic perturbation comes at the price of a sharp increase in the already high cost of
exact computational geometry.
There are two problems with controlled perturbation. The δ is chosen a priori based
on the worst possible input, whereas a much smaller value usually suffices.
The δ for
√
a singular predicate (zero value and zero gradient) of degree d is O( d ). This error
is unacceptable with the reported  values and is marginal even with  equal to the
rounding unit, µ ≈ 10−16 . For example, the 3D triple product, a · (b × c), has d = 3 and
√
is singular when the points are identical, so δ > 3 µ ≈ 10−5 .
3. Controlled linear perturbation
Controlled linear perturbation (CLP) is a numerical perturbation algorithm that addresses the problems of controlled perturbation. Instead of using an a priori δ, CLP
computes a minimal δ for each input to the geometric algorithm. It picks a random
perturbation direction, v, sets δ = 0, and increases δ each time it encounters a predicate
that is unsafe with the current δ. For efficiency, it uses linear estimates of the perturbed
parameters and predicates. Safe predicates do not change sign, except in the rare case
of a restart (explained below).
Instead of increasing δ to make singular predicates safe, we identify the cases where
predicates can be singular and replace them by regular predicates in defined parameters.
The parameter definitions are polynomials
in the new and current parameters. This
√
strategy reduces the error from O( d ) to O(). For example, we achieve δ < 10−10 in
Minkowski sum computation by replacing triple products of input vectors with inner
products of defined unit vectors (Sec. 4.2).
CLP also improves upon the other prior robustness strategies. Unlike exact computation, there is no extra computational complexity in predicate evaluation and the
4

Input: f, a, v, , δm , δ M .
1. Set p = a + δm v, s = sign( f (p)), and w = ∇ f · v.
2. If s f (p) > 
a. If sw < 0, set δ M = min(δ M , δm + (s − f (p))/w).
else
b. Set s = sign(w) and δm = δm + (s − f (p))/w.
3. If δ M ≤ δm
Set δm = 2δm , δ M = ∞, and restart.
Output: s, δm , δ M .
Figure 3: Predicate evaluation algorithm.

bit complexity is constant. Degeneracy handling involves simple, efficient numerical
perturbation instead of complex symbolic perturbation. Singular predicates are replaced with regular predicates instead of triggering higher order expansions. Unlike
consistency sensitive algorithms, the real RAM algorithm is not modified, there is no
algorithm specific error analysis, and the perturbation has the same algebraic degree
and combinatorial complexity as the input.
A random perturbation direction is inappropriate for dependent parameters, such
as points on a circle. We propose a treatment of dependent parameters in Sec. 5. Controlled perturbation and symbolic perturbation do not handle dependent parameters.
3.1. Predicate evaluation
CLP assigns signs to a sequence of predicates and computes an interval of δ values
for which every predicate is safe. The initial safety interval is (0, ∞). Each predicate
is made safe by shrinking the interval, so the prior predicates stay safe. If the interval
becomes empty, a restart occurs.
Fig. 3 shows the algorithm. The predicate is f ; the input parameter values are a;
their perturbation direction, v, is random with vi uniform in [−1, 1];  is the safety
threshold; and (δm , δ M ) is the current safety interval. The outputs are the predicate
sign, s = ±1, and the updated safety interval. Step 1 computes the perturbed input,
p = a + δm v, the default sign, s = sign( f (p)), and the directional derivative, w = ∇ f · v
with ∇ f the gradient at p. Step 2a handles a safe f (p). If sw < 0, f (p) moves toward
zero as δm increases, so s f (p) ≥  is necessary for f to stay safe. CLP updates δ M
based on the linear part of this inequality. Step 2b handles an unsafe f (p) by setting
s = sign(w), so s f (p) increases with δm , and increasing δm to satisfy s f (p) ≥ . Step 3
tests if the safety interval is empty and if so updates it and restarts the parent program.
We illustrate CLP on sorting x1 , x2 , and x3 . The predicate for xi < x j is x j − xi . We
set  = 2µ, a = (µ, 0, 1), and v = (−0.5, 0.5, −1) for illustration purposes. First, CLP
evaluates x2 − x1 with safety interval (0, ∞). Step 1 sets f (p) = −µ, s = −1, and w = 1.
The predicate is unsafe because s f (p) = µ and  = 2µ. Step 2b sets s = 1 and δm = 3µ.
Second, CLP evaluates x3 − x1 . Step 1 sets f (p) = 1 − 5µ/2, s = 1, and w = −1/2.
Since the predicate is safe and sw < 0, step 2a sets δ M = 2 − 6µ. Third, CLP evaluates
x3 − x2 . Step 1 sets f (p) = 1 − 3µ, s = 1, and w = −3/2, f is safe, and step 2a sets
δ M = 2/3 − 4µ/3. The order is x1 < x2 < x3 with error bound δm = 3µ.
5

3.2. Parameter definitions
CLP supports parameter definitions of the form y = g(x) with g a polynomial,
√
xi−1 , or xi . The parameter y is added to x with perturbation direction u = ∇g · v.
Unlike the perturbation direction of an input parameter, u is not restricted to [−1, 1], is
√
large for xi−1 and xi with xi near zero, and can create large w values during predicate
evaluation. As a result, a safe predicate with sw < 0 (step 2a) can decrease δ M enough
to cause a restart. After the restart, this predicate has the opposite sign, hence cannot
cause another restart. A large w benefits step 2b by reducing the δm increment.
3.3. Singular unsafe predicates
A singular unsafe predicate is bad for all approaches to robustness. In CLP, the
expected value of w = ∇ f · v is of order ||∇ f || because v is random. If f is nearly
singular, meaning ∇ f is near zero, |w| is small, so step 2b sets δm to a large value,
which greatly increases the output error and often causes a restart.
We classify singularities as artifacts, coincidences, and special cases. Artifacts occur in algorithms that impose extra structure on the input, such as the order along the
sweep axis in a sweep algorithm. They can be avoided by randomization. Coincidences
occur when combinatorially distinct elements are numerically equal. We handle them
by judicious parameter definitions. Special cases occur when the parameters of a predicate are related. We handle them by rewriting the predicate.
3.4. Error analysis
CLP is subject to truncation error due to the linear estimation in predicate and
parameter evaluation. The error is O(δ2m ) with the constant factor a linear function of
the magnitudes of the second derivatives of the predicate or parameter. The constant is
small for predicates, since their coefficients are bounded, but can be large for defined
parameters. We remove the error by performing an extra restart with δm slightly larger
than its final value and verifying that δm does not increase. There is no error because
there is no linear estimation. The restart at most doubles the running time and is only
required when a parameter has a large derivative using a conservative threshold.
CLP is also subject to rounding error. The relative rounding error in one arithmetic
operation or square root is bounded by µ. The error in a sequence of k operations is
exponential in k in the worst case, but is essentially constant in practice. We employ a
safety threshold of  = 100µ in Minkowski sum computation, which is conservative by
numerical analysis standards given that k < 50 in that algorithm.
4. Minkowski sums
The Minkowski sum of point sets A and B is A ⊕ B = {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. For
polyhedra A and B, A ⊕ B is a polyhedral region whose boundary polygons are subsets
of sum polygons. There are two types of sum polygons: 1) v ⊕ g with v a vertex of A
and g a face of B or vice versa and 2) e ⊕ f with e an edge of A and f an edge of B.
Figure 4 shows an example. The Minkowski sum boundary polygons are drawn in
white, including g = βγ. Polygon g is a subset of the sum polygon αβγδ, which is
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Figure 4: Polyhedra A and B (a), Minkowski sum A ⊕ B (b), and cutaway (c).
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Figure 5: Compatibility: (a) exterior normals; (b) vertex/face, (c) edge/edge.

the sum of edges ab and cd. Edges β and γ are the intersections of g with the sum
polygons that generate h and i. Vertex  is the common point of g, h, and i.
The efficient Minkowski sum algorithm [1] exploits the fact that the Minkowski
sum boundary is a subset of the union of the sum polygons of features with a common
exterior normal, called compatible features. A vector, n, at a point, p, on a polyhedron,
A, is an exterior normal if p is contained in an open set, O, such that A ∩ O is disjoint
from the open half space defined by p and n. Figure 5 illustrates. Vertex u and edge uv
have exterior normal n, but v, w, and vw have no exterior normals (a). The vertex/face
(b) and edge/edge (c) pairs are compatible due to the displayed common normals.
The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 6 and is described in detail by Kaul [1] and
by us [13]. The dominant computational cost is polygon intersection. After reviewing
prior work (Sec. 4.1), we describe a CLP implementation (Sec. 4.2) and demonstrate
that it is accurate and fast (Sec. 4.3).
4.1. Prior work
The only prior robust Minkowski sum implementation [19] reduces the general case
to sums of convex polyhedra, which have an exact implementation [20]. It decomposes
the input polyhedra into convex components, computes the component sums, and forms
their union. The algorithm is slower than the efficient algorithm on polyhedra with
7

Input: polyhedra A and B.
1. Form a sum polygon for each pair of compatible features.
2. Compute the intersection edges of the sum polygons.
3. Compute the intersection points of the intersection edges.
4. Split each sum polygon along its intersection edges.
5. Group the new polygons into surfaces.
6. Identify the surfaces that form the Minkowski sum boundary.
Output: Minkowski sum boundary.
Figure 6: Efficient Minkowski sum algorithm.

many convex components. A polyhedron with r reflex edges can have Ω(r2 ) convex
components [21]. This type of input is typical in mechanical design (e.g. gears), in
containment problems (e.g. the interior of a convex container), and in other applications. Not only are there more pairs of convex features than of compatible features, the
former tend to have more intersections than the latter. Finally, computing the union of
the component sums is a time and memory bottleneck [19]. These costs plus the overhead of exact arithmetic make the prior implementation prohibitively slow, as shown
by Campen [22] and by us in Sec. 4.3.
One alternative to the prior implementation is to approximate the union using a
volumetric grid [23]. A GPU implementation that computes the outer boundary of the
Minkowski sum is very fast [24]. The accuracy is limited by the volumetric resolution:
the reported results have a resolution of 10243 , which yields a 0.1% voxelization error.
Increasing the resolution incurs a cubic running time penalty and is limited by the GPU
memory size. Another alternative is to compute sample points on the Minkowski sum
boundary, but not the boundary topology [25].
Campen [22] computes the outer boundary of the Minkowski sum from the compatible pairs. Although sufficient for some applications, the outer boundary is insufficient
for solving containment problems. Points are represented as triples of planes and polyhedra as binary spatial partitions. These ideas lead to low degree predicates for which
exact evaluation is practical. Degeneracies are handled explicitly.
4.2. CLP implementation
The CLP implementation consists of definitions and predicates involving points
whose coordinates are CLP parameters. A definition is a vector operation: scaling,
addition, inner product, cross product, or Euclidean norm, which we write as ka, a + b,
a · b, a × b, and ||a|| with k a parameter and with a and b points. Each definition stands
for a short sequence of CLP
√ parameter definitions. For example k = ||a|| stands for
d = a2x + a2y + a2z and k = d. We use the notation â = a/||a||.
We discuss the interesting definitions and predicates; the rest are standard and singularity free. There are no artifact singularities. We handle coincidences by replacing
vectors with unit vectors, that is a by â. We handle special case singularities by exploiting the parameter relationships to derive equivalent regular predicates.
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Figure 7: Intersection of polygons P and Q (top view of P).

Polyhedra. The input and output are polyhedra with triangular faces. A polyhedron is
represented by its vertices, edges, and faces, and their incidence relations. The CLP
input parameters are the coordinates of the vertices. An edge is an open line segment,
ab, whose endpoints are vertices. Its tangent is bd
− a. A face is a triangle, abc, with
edges ab, bc, and ca. The edges have the face on the left when viewed from outside the
polyhedron. The exterior normal is ud
× v with u and v the tangents of ab and bc.
Step 1. The compatibility tests are Boolean formulas whose predicates are inner products and triple products of edge tangents, unit vectors ud
× v with u and v edge tangents,
and face normals. The inner products are regular because their arguments are unit vectors. The triple products are regular because two of the arguments are orthogonal to
the third. A vertex, v, and a face, abc, yield the sum polygon v + a, v + b, v + c with
the same tangents and normal as abc. Edges ab with tangent u and cd with tangent v
yield the sum polygon a + c, b + c, b + d, a + d with normal n = ud
× v and with tangents
u, v, −u, −v. If the common exterior normal is −n, switch the edges in the definition.
Step 2. Test every pair of sum polygons, P and Q with normals m and n, for intersection and compute the intersection edges. Compute the points where an edge of one
polygon intersects the other polygon. If there are two points, e and f , the intersection
edge is e f (Fig. 7); otherwise there are zero points and the polygons are disjoint. Edge
bc with tangent u intersects a polygon with point a and normal n if it intersects the
plane of the polygon and the intersection point is in the polygon. The edge intersects
the plane if n · (b − a) and n · (c − a) have opposite signs. The intersection point is b + ku
with k = n · (a − b)/n · u. The point in polygon test occurs in a 2D coordinate system
obtained by parallel projection along the coordinate axis along which n has the largest
magnitude. The test for point p and edge bc with tangent u is u0 × (p0 − b0 ) > 0 with
u0 , p0 , and b0 the projections of u, p, and b, and with s × t the 2D cross product.
We rewrite the test to avoid two special case singularities. Polygons that share an
edge do not intersect. An edge and a polygon that share a vertex intersect there.
The tangent of the intersection edge, called the intersection tangent of P and Q, is
u = md
× n. A special case occurs when P has an edge with tangent a and Q has an edge
with tangent ±a. In that case, we define u = sign(b · n)a with b the tangent of the next
P boundary edge. These definitions ensure that the projection of n onto the P plane
points to the left when the edge is traversed in the u direction (Fig. 7).
Step 3. Test every pair of intersection edges, ab with tangent u and cd with tangent v,
for intersection and compute the intersection points. The test uses the 2D projection of
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the sum polygon. The edges intersect when each projected edge intersects the line of
the other. Projected edge c0 d0 intersects the line of a0 b0 when u0 ×(c0 −a0 ) and u0 ×(d0 −a0 )
have opposite signs. The edge intersection point is a + ku with k = (c0 − a0 ) × v0 /u0 × v0 .
The predicate u0 ×(c0 −a0 ) has three special cases; the other predicates are analogous.
If a and c lie on the same boundary edge, the predicate is negative or positive when
their order is ac or ca. If a, b, and c are boundary vertices, the predicate is negative or
positive when their order is acb or abc. The third case is when c is generated by a sum
edge, pq, with tangent w, ab is generated by a sum polygon, f , with normal m, and p
is on the boundary of f . Since p is on the f plane, c is on the side into which w points,
so the predicate is w · m.
Step 4. Process each polygon independently. For each boundary edge, sort its intersection points with other polygons. For each intersection edge, sort its intersection
points with other intersection edges. For each edge, form a new edge between each
consecutive pair of its sorted points. For each new vertex, sort the incident new edges
in clockwise order around the face normal. Form new polygons.
The order of points along an edge is defined as follows. Let edge cd with tangent u
have intersection points p and q with two polygons whose normals are m and n and that
contain points a and b. We have p = c + αu with α = (a − c) · m/(u · m) and q = c + βu
with β = (b − c) · n/(u · n). Point p precedes q along cd if β − α > 0.
A special case occurs when the polygons share a vertex. Pick a = b and compute
β−α=

(u · m)((a − c) · n) − (u · n)((a − c) · m) (u × (a − c)) · (m × n)
=
(u · m)(u · n)
(u · m)(u · n)

using the identity
(A · C)(B · D) − (A · D)(B · C) = (A × B) · (C × D).
Rewrite the numerator as (u × (a − c)) · v = (a − c) · (v × u) with v the intersection tangent
of the first plane with respect to the second. Assign the numerator the sign of (a − c) · w
with w = vd
× u. Return the product of this sign and the signs of the denominator terms.
The order of edges around a vertex is defined as follows. If ab is a boundary edge, it
precedes every other edge and ba follows every other edge. An intersection edge whose
other face is f precedes an intersection edge whose other face is g when n · u < 0 with
n the face normal and u the intersection tangent of f with respect to g.
Steps 5–6. All predicates are standard without singularities.
4.3. Results
We tested the Minkowski sum algorithm on nine input shapes: 1) cube, 2) glacier,
3) sphere, 4) torus, 5) helix, 6) dragon, 7) knot, 8) small grate, and 9) large grate. Fig. 8
shows sums involving shapes 1–5. Fig. 9 shows shapes 6–7, which are from Lien [25],
and shapes 8–9, which are from Varadhan [23]. Table 1 characterizes the input. We
computed every sum involving shapes 1–7 and the sum 8 ⊕ 9. Table 2 summarizes
the algorithm performance. The complexity of the sum polygons is the total number
of vertices, edges, and faces; likewise for the disjoint polygons from step 4, and for
10
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Figure 8: Minkowski sums: (a) 1 ⊕ 2, (b) 1 ⊕ 4, (c) 2 ⊕ 4, (d) 3 ⊕ 5.
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Figure 9: Shapes 6 (a), 7 (b), 8 (c), and 9 (d).
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Table 1: Input shapes: i index, v vertices, e edges, f faces, vc convex vertices, ec convex edges.

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

v
8
18
382
1000
2008
1166
480
272
473

e
18
48
1140
3000
6018
3492
1488
810
1413

f
12
32
760
2000
4012
2328
992
540
942

vc
8
15
382
550
1261
749
272
150
240

ec
16
36
959
2001
3017
2511
924
480
850

Table 2: Results: i input, c, a, and s complexity of sum polygons, disjoint polygons from step 4, and
Minkowski sum, t running time in seconds, p predicates, u unsafe ones, and δm perturbation size.

i
1⊕1
1⊕2
1⊕3
1⊕4
1⊕5
1⊕6
1⊕7
2⊕2
2⊕3
2⊕4
2⊕5
2⊕6
2⊕7
3⊕3
3⊕4
3⊕5
3⊕6
3⊕7
4⊕4
4⊕5
4⊕6
4⊕7
5⊕5
5⊕6
5⊕7
6⊕6
6⊕7
7⊕7
8⊕9

c
195
327
2718
7841
19055
10492
7012
685
4644
11358
33547
17434
12231
11331
18828
95737
49415
50661
53834
191653
113555
131960
958424
435734
455818
268583
236143
214728
273947

a
256
493
2718
13921
65618
22988
25747
1900
5640
16846
125688
69510
68677
16386
26513
163965
98363
95492
807455
573089
244405
458844
226382422
1239017
5349661
1640537
1249970
10444033
105894699

s
174
322
2718
6774
10286
5778
3486
615
4628
8918
12940
9630
4564
9804
19450
56056
17422
32116
32948
51592
36426
34254
1076538
88670
47032
107954
62600
30353
130788
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t
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.8
0.5
0.5
2.2
2.2
1.2
1.9
733
5.8
23
6.6
7.4
24
130

p
3546
6472
88946
226803
615603
328095
239907
21495
138992
307974
1985429
1159609
620145
585104
1033088
3293501
2296007
1619037
8305130
7007129
4240657
5842178
1233971336
16790484
64594450
18098011
21691347
65595980
720398926

u
702
278
2212
7943
4084
1554
3942
704
526
1799
879
347
1182
17018
3378
3861
4341
4386
29932
35271
11538
18024
32690
471
35460
41706
9047
15540
50102

δm
8e-13
9e-13
2e-12
5e-11
9e-12
5e-12
4e-11
8e-12
8e-13
5e-12
1e-12
8e-13
6e-12
7e-12
3e-12
1e-13
1e-13
6e-12
2e-08
2e-11
1e-12
1e-11
2e-7
3e-12
7e-12
2e-08
4e-11
3e-07
1e-5

Minkowski sums. The running time, t, is for one core of an Intel Core 2 Duo with 4
GB RAM.
Our program is very accurate. The error is below 10−10 , except for 4 ⊕ 4, 5 ⊕ 5,
6 ⊕ 6, 7 ⊕ 7, and 8 ⊕ 9. The only restarts occur in these tests. Adding a part to itself
is hard because every sum polygon is duplicated, which creates O(n) degeneracies.
Computing 8 ⊕ 9 is harder because each part has O(n) axis-aligned faces, which creates
O(n2 ) degenerate sum polygons.
We ran the CGAL [3] version of the prior robust implementation [19] on our tests,
using the filtered GMP rational number type. It was 1000–2000 times slower on tests
1 ⊕ 1 to 1 ⊕ 7, 6000 times slower on 2 ⊕ 2, 43,000 times slower on 2 ⊕ 3, and failed
on the other tests. Failure means that it aborted or was still running after several hours.
Campen [22] and the CGAL manual report similar performance for the CGAL software. Neither reference specifies the number type. We are 15 times faster than Varadhan [23] on 8 ⊕ 9 based on the reported processor speeds. We compute the complete
Minkowski sum 3 times faster than Campen [22] computes the outer boundary.
We have developed an implementation that distributes steps 2–5 of the algorithm,
which account for 90% of the computation time, over k cores of a 32-core processor.
The computation time of the distributed part decreases linearly for small values of k,
decreases further up to k = 16, then increases. The overall speedup factor for k = 16 is
9 for 5 ⊕ 5, 5 for 5 ⊕ 7, 7 for 7 ⊕ 7, and 9 for 8 ⊕ 9.
We evaluated the benefit of rewriting singular predicates (Sec. 4.2). Not replacing a
with â makes all the tests fail with an initial δm = 10−10 , almost all fail with δm = 10−5 ,
and some fail even with δm = 10−3 . Not rewriting predicates with duplicate arguments
causes the five hard tests and some of the other tests to fail.
We evaluated the CLP strategy of computing δm incrementally by analyzing a variant that doubles δm and restarts on the first unsafe predicate. The number of restarts is
k = dmax(0, log2 (δ f /δi ))e with δi and δ f the initial and final δm values. Using δi = 10−10
yields k = 9, 10, 12, 12, 18 for the five hard tests and k = 0 for the rest. Linear estimation reduces the running time by an order of magnitude on hard inputs. On inputs
without restarts, the variant is slightly faster because it does not compute derivatives.
5. Discussion
We have presented the controlled linear perturbation robustness strategy and have
argued that it addresses the problems of prior strategies. We have backed up this argument by developing the first robust implementation of an 18 year old algorithm for
Minkowski sums of polyhedra. The implementation solves in seconds a large set of
tests that appear beyond the scope of prior work. We have achieved similar results
in the CAD related tasks of assembly planning, robot path planning, and swept volume computation. In particular, we compute swept volumes (Fig. 10) by a hybrid of
Campen’s algorithm [22] and our Minkowski sum algorithm.
We are extending CLP to input parameters that satisfy geometric constraints, such
as points on the unit circle. The constraints are k polynomials, g(x). We pick an orthogonal basis, b1 , . . . , bn−k for the complement of ∇g and set the perturbation direction
P
to v = i vi bi with vi uniform in [−1, 1]. We compute the perturbed parameter values
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Rotor with sweep path (a) and swept volume (b).

with an iterative numerical solver. As constraints are added, the space of perturbations
shrinks, so the set of singular predicates grows. We need to study this phenomenon.
We want CLP to support parameter definitions in which parameters y = (y1 , . . . , yk )
are defined by k equations, g(x, y) = 0. Unlike an explicit definition, the parameter
values must also be specified to identify a unique component of the g variety. The y
perturbation direction, u, is computed from the linear equations g x v + gy u = 0 where
g x and gy are the Jacobian matrices of g with respect to x and y. The definition is
inaccurate when gy is ill-conditioned and ||u|| can be large. Handling these cases with
restarts can be inaccurate and fails when the definitions are invalidated by increasing
√
δm , such as y = xi with ai a small positive number and vi negative.
We will develop a general treatment of parameter definitions based on singularity
theory. Parameters are δ-monotone curves in (δ, x) space and singularities occur at
isolated points where curves meet. The only generic case involves two real roots that
merge and become complex. In√the canonical example, g(x, y) = x − y2 with a = 0
and v = 1, the roots are y = ± δ for δ > 0 and the merge occurs at δ = 0. Other
singularities are possible in symmetric definitions.
We aim to automate the handling of singular predicates. We will generalize the
strategy that replaces a by â to handle any rank deficient determinant predicate. We
plan to replace f with a regular polynomial, f ∗ , and to equate the signs of f and f ∗ with
equality constraints. The constraints and f ∗ contain new parameters whose values are
chosen to make f ∗ regular. We conjecture that any singular predicate due to duplicated
parameters can be expressed in terms of predicates of lower degree without duplicated
parameters. We aim to automate this process.
CLP fails when δm grows too large because there are too many unsafe predicates.
We envision a restart strategy in which the unsafe predicates with the smallest derivatives in the v direction are assigned better velocities, perhaps via linear programming.
We need to extend our error analysis to cover input constraints and general parameter definitions. We will use second derivatives to bound the truncation errors. The
bounds will replace the final restart. A greater challenge is a rigorous, yet practical
treatment of rounding error. One option is to adjust the floating point precision to
match the worst case rounding error, using an arbitrary precision floating point library,
such as MPFR [26]. Another option is to derive probabilistic error bounds by comparing the predicate signs due to several perturbations.
Another research direction is to improve the distributed implementation. The first
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step is to accelerate sum polygon construction. Further improvement requires major
changes in the algorithm to address the fundamental challenges of contention and of
limited memory band width.
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